Construction at Copán
By Joaquín J. Rodriguez III, P.E.
The famous Maya site of Copán on
the Honduras side of the border with
Guatemala was heavily inﬂuenced by
the architectural style of Tikal which is
located in the heart of the Petén lowlands.
With Tikal spreading its political inﬂuence
(which is becoming more apparent), this
should be expected. National Geographic
devoted a recent article to the arrival
of Yax Kuk Mo from Tikal and his
lineage’s political and military
domination of the region.
Petén-style buildings, which include
re-entrant corners and ﬁxed-end embedded
wood lintels, are evident from the earliest
buildings in the sub levels of Structure
10L-16 to the top of 10L-22. Petén
rounded corners are also reported by
excavators. This is also true of Quiriguá
and El Puente, both sites having a
strong afﬁliation with Copán.
But while the style may be Petén,
Copán’s construction is purely local.
Petén building construction follows
the classical Maya technology of two
wall faces of limestone masonry laid
in lime-mortar and the cavity between
the walls ﬁlled with lime-mix concrete.
At Copán, Quiriguá and El Puente,
the masonry is largely ashlar blocks
of tuffa laid in clay mortar. Tuffa is
a sandstone-like sedimentation and
relithiﬁcation of volcanic ash. It can
be very soft, capable of being carved
with ﬁngers, but if properly lithiﬁed,
it is, well, tuff. It has been used

Copán Sub 10L-T16 showing
Petén-style re-entrant corner.

extensively by many
civilizations, including
the Romans, and it is the
primary building stone
of the Colosseum.
This construction
method is to be expected in
these three Maya sites since
they are in the vicinity of the
volcanic Central American
ridge. Tuffa is easily
Copán masonry of tuffa ashlar bedded in clay mortar.
accessible and easy to work
with, being at the same time
easy to cut but strong.
Many of the area’s
famous stelae are reported
to be in andesite. This
crystalline volcanic igneous
rock related to granite and
grano-diorite (as the famous
obelisks from Egypt’s Aswan
quarries) is much harder but
extremely difﬁcult to cut.
That may be the reason why
it was not used for building
material but exclusively for
stelae (which explains the
Quiriguá masonry of tuffa ashlar bedded in clay mortar.
pristine conditions of the
famous monuments, as opposed
to the softer limestone stelae of the
Petén and points north). Tuffa is about
the same strength as limestone while
andesite is much stronger than both.
Both are siliceous in chemistry and,
therefore, more resistant to acidic
rains than limestone.
The other local technology is the
almost exclusive use of clay as a bedding
material for mortar. Clay being sediment
Copán Temple 22 showing Petén-style wood
of the weathering by-products of igneous
ﬁxed-end lintel embedded in the masonry.
and igneo-metamorphic rocks, it is also
extremely available in the region. It is not
What is strange is that the local
that the Copanecos did not use lime; lime
Maya didn’t think of mixing these
kilns have been found in the sites, but not
materials. The addition of silicate dry
for mortar. The use of lime was mostly
clay or volcanic ash to a lime mortar
conﬁned to ﬂoor and wall plastering.
mix would result in hydraulic cement
Evidence of lime plastered ﬂoors
leading to true concrete (and stucco).
can be seen from the lower levels
There is no evidence of this mixture
of construction. The same applies to
having been used.
plastered walls (falsely called stucco).
The very lowest (and oldest) levels
Some deposits of limestone exist east
of construction seen under Structures
of Copán, which could have been mined
10L-16 and 10L-26 are of solid adobe,
to make quick-lime. But probably due
also mixed with local clay reinforced
to the abundance of excellent local
with vegetable ﬁber.
clay, this was the preferred material
for mortar bedding.
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After the trees and roots were removed and
the toppled stela was hoisted up and moved
out of the way, workers washed and
cleaned the surface of the altar to reveal
its intricate details for the ﬁrst time.

and loincloth, is seated on his throne
in Maya fashion. On the side edges of
the altar, there appear two mythological
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side
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The Discovery of Altar 48
The four glyphs open the possibility Archaeologist Miguel Orrego Corzo contemplates
the signiﬁcance of the carved imagery of Altar 48.
at Tak´alik Ab´aj
to relate this powerful mythological
theme to a real personage, a ruler, in
Since 2005, Projecto Nacional Tak´alik Ab´aj
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Late pre-Classic times, when the early
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similar to that of Stela 8 from the site
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detailed analysis is available online at:
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67, 22, and Throne 2 are all related to the
a personage depicted with headdress
Congratulations to Christa Schieber
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Your guides Jim Reed and John Major Jenkins invite you to join our traveling Maya show!
2008/04/080407-maya-video-ap.html
We’ll visit eight Maya sites, and have the excavating archaeologists show us around three
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Tikal by way o Belize

of them. Over the eight nights, we’re staying at only three different hotels, but each is quite
unique and interesting. We’re including lots of great food, with all breakfasts and most dinners
and lunches included. Enjoy Belizean and International cuisine, along with tropical bars and
swimming pools. We’ve also got an air-conditioned vehicle! It will be a magical adventure!
Economically priced • Space is limited, join us by contacting Jim Reed now for an adventure
brochure with more details and speciﬁc trip costs: 404-680-1644 • mayaman@bellsouth.net

Combined by the editor from various reports, including
the Prensa Libre, submitted by Carlos Nolberto León
Corado of Guatemala, personal communications from
archaeologist Christa Schieber de Lavarreda and
independent Maya researcher John Major Jenkins,
plus an online report by Erik Boot available at:
http://mayanewsupdates.blogspot.com

